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restaurateur uses local, seasonal produce and
employs a “zero waste” policy. Gourmet-bistro
restaurant Le Diable au Coeur, located in Les 2
Alpes at an altitude of 2,400 metres, bears this
label, which is a well-deserved reward for an
unmissable venue whose dishes have always
promoted Oisans producers!

The pandemic has increased our need
for nature and authenticity in produce,
holidays and personal interactions.

If you’re eating on the go, you’ll also find
local produce showcased in Morzine’s new
sandwich shop, “Au P’tit Casse-Croute”.
Over in Saint-Gervais Mont-Blanc, the Belle
Epoque-style Hotel Regina has become
the “tRois Hotel”. It was bought in 2018 by
Nicholas Wong who plans to make it the
first “0 waste and 0 plastic” hotel restaurant

As a result of the pandemic, it feels
all the more essential to spend time
in a peaceful, calming environment.

The mountains did a fantastic job in summer
2020 by meeting a need for holidays in
France, offering wide-open spaces, unspoilt
landscapes and adaptable packages. After an
unprecedented winter, resorts and villages
must now build on that experience for the
future. The mountains, a 21st century refuge.
A different way to holiday
The pandemic has increased our need for

nature and authenticity in produce, holidays
and personal interactions. We’re all feeling
the need to look after ourselves, reconnect and
revitalise.
It’s easy to keep to low food miles on a mountain
holiday by buying produce direct from the
producers, and by eating in environmentally
responsible establishments. The “Écotable”
label specifically guarantees that the

Well-being breaks
As a result of the pandemic, it feels all the
more essential to spend time in a peaceful,
calming environment, far away from the
crowds. On the 19th and 20th of June, a
Sylvotherapy weekend will take place in Les
Contamines to rid attendees of stress and
negative energy, distancing them from the
daily hustle and bustle.
In Val d’Arly, a break “At the Heart of
Nature” between the 20th and 27th of June
will help you to recharge your batteries for
the summer. Enjoy laughter yoga, forest
bathing, intuitive dance, relaxing…

financed by crowdfunding platform
Kickstarter. A number of artists have been
invited to take up residency there and create
artwork themed around “the mountains and
sustainability” to decorate the hotel’s living
areas and bedrooms.

In Vars, in the Hautes-Alpes, opt for a
revitalising short break at the 4-star 16150 hotel, and enjoy use of its Nuxe spa. A
number of packages are available, including
“The Great Escape” for two or “Detox”, which
includes healthy, balanced meals.

Which leads us onto cultural goals, which
have also been affected.

3 short series of “post-Covid-19” treatments
are available at Les Thermes de Saint-Gervais
Mont-Blanc to revitalise the skin, improve
respiratory health and get visitors back into
shape.

In La Clusaz, musical culture is being
exported to the summits until September.
Radio Meuh, a real local institution, has
put together a series of open-air music
performances held in secret sites at the heart
of nature with views over the mountaintops,
and will only reveal the locations the week
before the event. The resort will also be
opening an interactive open-air educational
museum.

Resilience

This summer, the spotlight will be well
and truly focused on mountain guides
as festivities mark the 200th anniversary
of the very 1st guides company. In 1821,
the Chamonix Guides Company made the
mountain guide role a professional one, and
a number of companies across the region
went on to follow suit. In the 6 months from
May to September, a number of highlights
will mark this special occasion, organised by
the Syndicate of Mountain Guides.

The great outdoors also features highly
in the Pays des Ecrins resorts, with music
shows, concerts and storytelling interludes
as participants make their way around the
hiking trails on cultural-entertainment
walks.
Open-air cultural events have been
programmed in natural sites across a
number of resorts this summer, including
Les Contamines Montjoie where a cello
quartet will be making appearances in some
unusual places.

The Poste au Bonhomme hotel boasts a
brand-new natural spa, just a stone’s throw
from the resort of Lac Blanc, including a
bioclimatic swimming pool that’s the only
one of its kind in Alsace.
Isola 2000’s activities focus on well-being
and personal development: yoga, organic
vegetarian picnics…

cordials...
Rediscover
We previously announced the opening of a
number of new establishments for the winter
just gone, which all had an unfortunate false
start due to pandemic restrictions. Their first
real tourist season is therefore expected to
be the summer of 2021.
That was the case with the Folie Douce in
Les Arcs (the only Folie Douce establishment
open during the summer), which will open
this summer for the first time, with meal
options specially adapted to a summer
clientele (picnics, barbecues,…).
In terms of bars and restaurants, Le G (a wine
bar in Montchavin les Coches - La Plagne),
Un Air de Tûte in Saint-Lary (renovation),
the QG in Vaujany, a bistronomic restaurant
with views over Lac Léman in Thollon les
Mémises, and Bistro Machet in Courchevel
La Tania are also raring to open.
In terms of accommodation, visitors can
now spend an extraordinary night in Entre
Terre et Ciel’s new “Feuille” cabin in Val
d’Arly, in Loudenvielle’s (Peyragudes) 4-star
Hotel Mercure near the new Skyvall lift up
to Peyragudes, at the 4-star Hotel Edelweiss
in Pralognan la Vanoise, at the new youth
hostel in Chamrousse, or even at the Mont
Blanc & Spa by Sowell hotel in Saint-Gervais
Mont-Blanc. The Etoile des Sybelles MMV
residence in Le Corbier (100% 3D modular
wood) will also be opening for its first full
season, as will the 4-star Chalets des Ecrins
(8 top-of-the range chalets in La Joue du
Loup), the 5-star Diamond Rock hotel in
Tignes, and the 4-star 16-150 hotel in Vars.
The brand-new Club Med in La Rosière will
also open from the 19th of June for its very
first tourist season.
It’s also worth noting that work has restarted
on the Villard de Lans casino refurbishment.

In Courchevel, you can also relax to the
max this summer thanks to a wide variety
of new activities, including a Zen odyssey, a
botanical hike coupled with a sensory trail,
courses to help you find inner peace...

Versatility
Conforming to health regulations, adapting
their offering, creating new opportunities…
Resorts are all vying to come up with the
most inventive ways to provide visitors with
an experience to remember.

In the search for sustainable health and
relaxation, mountain plants make the
perfect companion. In the Hautes-Vosges
region around Gérardmer, a number of
producers sell aromatic and medicinal
plants, as well as 100% organic products:
essential oils (pine in particular), herbal teas,

A few notable examples include a “Personal
Chef” service in Valmorel, offering openair meals in new pop-up spaces, a vending
machine providing meals made from local
ingredients in Les Gets, and a growing Click
n’Collect service across the mountains and
in the shops of Vaujany...
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- In Le Grand-Bornand, the legend of Jean de
la Mine is at the heart of a new multimedia
treasure hunt,

The French Mountains, naturally.
Enjoy everything the mountains have to
offer this summer.

- Take part in a treasure hunt in Les 7 Laux,
alongside a team of special mountain moles
at the new Warrior Mole camp. Adults will
be left free to enjoy a range of escape games
such as “The Infernal Piste-Basher” and “The
Unsolvables”,
- They take it seriously in Alpe d’Huez - you
need to solve the clues to release the aperitif!
And you’ll need to work as a team to unlock
the saucisson. Other escape games are also
available, guest starring ski instructors
(“French Fried Vacation”-style) and period

History is given a new lease of life
with so many new ways to discover
the region.

characters inspired by real historical events
(the American aviators who crashed in the
Oisans region),
- In St Lary in the Hautes-Pyrenees, brave
detectives need to discover the culprit at a
Murder Party,
- In Super-Besse, the resort’s future is in your
hands because a team of volcanologists
– remember this is the Auvergne - fear an
imminent eruption,

A bright, multi-faceted summer
Summer 2021 will be like no other. In
the face of such difficult circumstances,
mountain resorts and villages are even more
committed to offering new attractions that
will inspire visitors in search of a change of
scenery and a summer holiday filled with
magical moments.
Top 8 new activities
1. The game’s afoot!

See yourself as something of a Sherlock Holmes?
Well, you won’t need to go quite as far as the
famous detective to deduce what you’ll need to
have a great time in the mountains... just solve
the clues!
- In the Family Plus-labelled resort of Le Corbier,
families can set off to conquer space with
Cosmix and uncover the names of the resort’s
residences,

- Finally, because Jack le Borgne hasn’t been
able to welcome visitors on board his ship to
sail away into the thrilling world of pirates,
“The Caravelle of Mont-Dore” escape game
has been reinvented and players will now
be able to discover new adventure - “The
Captain’s Trunk”.

treasure hunt every week.
The resort also offers digital visits (for
individuals, adapted to your location).
In Le Grand-Bornand, summer 2021 will
mark the opening of “La Source”. Against
the backdrop of one of the resort’s oldest
chalets, this showcase for natural and
cultural mountain heritage will feature
spaces themed around teaching, fun and
the arts, adding social, environmental and
community value.
The Sentier des Ardoisiers heritage discovery
route has also newly opened in Venosc (Les
2 Alpes).
Also worth noting is the temporary “Le
Christ-Roi du Mont-Blanc” exhibition at Les
Houches mountain museum, which explores
the history of a statue erected in the 1930s as
a symbol of peace between mankind.

4. Mini-golf is making a comeback
A number of mini-golf courses are being
revamped in Alpe d’Huez (new leisure area),
in Auron, and in Morzine with Pulse Activity,
which offers a golfing experience using a
hockey stick and puck. At Le Mont-Dore, you
can try out Frisbee Golf, which is a variation
on mini-golf using frisbees.
5. Trees in all their glory
Majestic and beneficial for your health, trees
are also the backdrop for a range of activities.
New treetop adventure trails are opening in
Les Coches (La Plagne) and Métabief (in the
Jura Mountains).
Treetop adventure trails are often a first step
towards Via Cordata, which leads on to Via
Ferrata, just like the new “Le Saix du Tour”
in Avoriaz.

Thanks to MCF cycling schools, did you know
that you can also explore local heritage
by bike accompanied by an instructor?
Exploring La Guisane hamlets in Serre
Chevalier by mountain bike or enjoying a
sociable experience in a traditional stone
‘buron’ at the heart of the volcanic Auvergne
region on an E-bike ride through the Vallée
de Besse are just a couple of examples.

And when the sun sets, the trees come
alive, in a very unusual ambiance. Similar
to Alta Lumina, the immersive concept now
launching its second season in Les Gets, the
Pays des Ecrins forest (near Puy St Vincent
in the Hautes-Alpes) will be lit-up to a
synchronised soundtrack thanks to 24,000
interactive LEDs, all topped off with magical
light-filled displays.

3.Cycling
Whether mountain biking, scootering or
road biking, this year, the legendary activity
of our undulating landscapes’ will spread far
and wide.

6. What’s a Swincar?
Discover this new all-terrain mountainspider-style electric vehicle! Swincars offer
the ultimate 4-hour ride through Plagne
Montalbert’s forest trails, with a mountain
picnic lunch. This fun activity fulfils a
demand for greener transportation and is
accessible to everyone, including those with
reduced mobility. It’s comfortable, quiet
and doesn’t emit exhaust fumes. Or why
not set off in one to explore Saint François
Longchamp, Gérardmer in the HautesVosges or Val d’Arly?

Brides-les-Bains has chosen to massively
invest in E-mountain biking, as part of a
drive to combat sedentary lifestyles and
to ease its spa guests back into physical
activity.

2. Heritage
History is given a new lease of life with so
many new ways to discover the region.

In Les Menuires, you can try out the latest
biking trend - Gravel - with Easy Bike among
others. Multi-purpose, and a cross between
a road bike, a mountain bike and a touring
bike, it’s perfect for cycling the Tour de
France stage from Moûtiers to Val Thorens!

For example, a major project is under
consideration at Briançon’s Fort des Salettes,
involving living history-style scenography
(soldiers’ barracks, exhibition…). You can
also tour Vauban forts on an E-bike.

New mountain biking trails are available
in Les 7 Laux (Wild Berries – blue route at
the heart of nature), in Méribel (3 “gentle”
trails) and in Courchevel (especially for
E-mountain bikes).

The 3rd series of the Légendes de Combloux
show traces the history of inhabitants who
left the village to learn a trade beyond the
Alps, with video-mapping linked to live
performances, promenade theatre and a

In terms of alternative sports, why not
try out the latest scooters in La Toussuire
(Trotrx) and La Bresse in the Vosges forests,
or (re)discover Valloire’s bikepark in the
Savoie Mont-Blanc region.

7. Hiking plus a little something extra
Families will have a great time walking
along new themed trails like the one at Lac
Blanc where you follow the adventures of
playful little elves Till and Froll along the
way (but watch out for the witch!).
For adults, we’ve combined hiking with
other activities such as yoga, with an
“Immersion in Wild Vanoise” break in
Pralognan la Vanoise or a hiking + laughter
yoga session in Aussois, or even a liquid and
earth element discovery session at Praz de
Lys Sommand.

Other examples in Val d’Isère include the
“My grandmother’s garden” walk, which
involves identifying culinary plants, the
“high-altitude forest” walk and the “sense
awakening” walk at night by moonlight,
guided by your senses.
You can also try out bivouac camping with
Emilie in Les Gets (guide-companion and trail
runner) or in Vars with a team of specialists
well versed in delivering wilderness survival
advice in a fun, friendly way.

Modern spaces adapted to the
era, their usage and the current
circumstances.

8. Thrills
Dressed in a wetsuit, with a helmet and life
jacket, climb very high, drop very fast and
end up very definitely in the waters of Lac
de Tignes! This summer, Acroland has had
a total redesign, with 7 amazing jumping
ramps for crazy thrill-seekers to slide down
on their backs, fronts, or in a rubber ring,
with or without a springboard. A totally new
and exciting resort facility.
Lac de Génos-Loudenvielle (Peyragudes)
has inflatable modules of all sizes. From the
19th of June, the Louron Aquapark will offer
a whole series of attractions on the water, as
unusual as they are fun.
Speed fans will also want to know about the
incredible brand-new zip lines in Les Orres
(Speedline), Valmorel and Serre Chevalier
(Hautes-Alpes). At Le Lioran, the over 12s can
take part in a “Quick Jump” 10-metre leap
into the void.

Worth noting: #I’mRediscoveringFrance
– “The mountains, naturally”: From June,
a new TV campaign will be showcasing
the natural highlights and values of the
mountains as a destination. It’s an initiative
from Atout France, France Montagnes and
regional mountain organisations designed
to encourage people to come and enjoy
everything the mountains have to offer this
summer.
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Opening this summer
The property owners are coming to the fore
by opening new establishments this summer.
From accommodation to restaurants, find
out who’s setting up shop in the mountains.

in Les Gets, Lilie Méribel (simple home
cooking with an up-to-date twist), O Camp
de Base in St Jean d’Arves and Le Lenny’s
restaurant in St Sorlin d’Arves (authentic
Belgian fries) will finally be able to open.

In a magnificent traditional farm located
right in the heart of Mont d’Or’s Alpine
pastures (Métabief), two high-capacity gîtes,
the Gîtes d’Alpage des Granges Raguin, have
been tastefully kitted out for holidays that
will leave guests revitalised.

If you prefer to dine al fresco, the “Chez
Laurette” slopeside restaurant in La Plagne
has come up with a gourmet picnic in a
pretty wicker basket, following the purest
French tradition of foodies on the move.

A new stopover gîte for hikers, Les Mélèzes,
is also opening in Les Contamines Montjoie,
The family-run chalet is on the Tour du
Mont Blanc and GR5 hiking route. The
accommodation offering around the village
and amidst nature is expanding with the
opening of Les Prés mountain refuge at
the heart of the nature reserve. It will also
serve an educational purpose by welcoming
school groups.

To quench your thirst (in moderation), head
to Le Bure, a brand-new microbrewery in Le
Dévoluy. The new beer from Les Aillons (“la
petite bière dezaillons”), near Chambéry, is
already available online.
Over in La Clusaz, Sarah and Romain do
behind the scenes tours of the Aravis
Distillery, to the heart of the still where
authentic Génépi liqueur has been made
according to artisanal tradition since 1876.

Also worth noting, Vaujany sees the addition
of a new guest house - “La Tanière”.
Over in the Pyrénées, at the end of the
Lesponne valley (near St Lary), Ô Chiroulet is
a new gîte, guest house, hotel and restaurant
that uses local produce. The Campana de
Cloutou mountain refuge, which opened just
last year in the Néouvielle Nature Reserve, is
staying in the same site but becoming a hub
for well-being related activities: meditation,
sophrology, yoga, Qi Gong.
Two new rental chalets have opened in
Morzine: La Godille (a luxury hillside chalet
with an outdoor whirlpool bath in the
sunshine) and the Lapia Chalet (traditional
architecture in a peaceful area).
The new 4-star Ecrin Blanc hotel in
Courchevel, which is set to open this summer,
boasts direct access to Aquamotion via an
underground tunnel, thereby offering VIP
entry to the largest high-altitude aquafun
and well-being centre in the European
mountains.
In Orcières, the 4-star Rochebrune Les
Cimes residence is made up of 50 dwellings
spread over 3 chalets. Its attractive rates
this summer include housekeeping and
pandemic-related measures.
The new “L’Alpaga” residence, with views
over the Aiguilles d’Arves will offer 84
apartments to rent during the summer
holidays in Toussuire.

Redesigns
Some major emblematic sectors are being
redesigned, such as La Croix in Chamrousse
in the Isère department (pedestrian areas,
viewpoints...) and the new “La Vallée des
Belleville” destination, grouping together
the resorts of St Martin de Belleville, Les
Menuires and Val Thorens to offer a journey
to the heights.

3
23%
+80

Hours by train
from Paris to the nearest mountain resorts.

Mountainous territory
in France, covering 124 000 km2.
Summer activities available in the mountains
On and beneath the land, in the air and on the water,
snow or ice.
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Mountainous territory in France
Northern Alps, Southern Alps, Vosges, Jura, Pyrenees,
Massif Central and Corsica.

350

Ski resorts or ski destinations in France
of which 100 resorts are “Association Nationale des
Maires des Stations de Montagne“.

205 000 000
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Overnight stays in the mountains
Winter 33% - summer 51%.
National Parks located in the mountains
Vanoise, the Pyrenees, the Cévennes, the Écrins and the
Mercantour.

Brand new: Radio Glaces – eavesdrop on
the inner life of glaciers
Over the course of summer 2020, Pali
Meursault and Thomas Tilly positioned
their microphones inside Alpine glaciers to
listen to the sonic vibrations they emit. On
Radio Glaces, these incredible sounds are
blended with accounts by glacier specialists,
ski area workers, high-mountain guides
and mountain refuge guardians, so we
can understand changes to the mountain
environment as a result of global warning.
The broadcasts are available to listen to at
radioglaces.net and listening posts will also
be installed in the tourist offices of Les Deux
Alpes and Alpe d’Huez.

44

Resorts qualified as “Famille Plus“
Label guaranteeing the best possible conditions for a
family holiday.

1700
1100

mountain guides in France
33 women
MCF cycling instructors
and 70 schools with the French Cycling Instructor label.

To delight the taste buds, La Bokka (trattoria)
Sources: ANMSM, Atout France, France Montagnes, SNGM, MCF, Wikipedia
Photos © La Baze, hsvrs-Istock, Borchee-Istock, cat_arch_angel-Istock
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